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Bobcat announces non-DPF Tier 4 engine
offering
(WEST FARGO, N.D. — OCTOBER 2012) Bobcat Company has announced a plan for Tier 4
solutions that include a Doosan-built engine added to some of its equipment lineup for 2014.
Development of the new Tier 4-compliant engine was a collaboration between Bobcat, Doosan
and some of the world’s top engineering consultants and engine design firms — Ricardo, FEV
and others.
“These new Tier 4 solutions combine Doosan’s 50 years of engine-building experience with
Bobcat’s 50 years of compact equipment leadership,” said Rich Goldsbury, Bobcat president.
“Add to that the combined experience of our other partners, and you have more than 200 years of
experience in engine design and development and compact equipment expertise.”

The Doosan-built engine is a non-DPF (diesel particulate filter) engine. Bobcat engineers have
worked together with Doosan and the engineering consultants and engine design firms to develop
these engines that offer non-DPF Tier 4 technology.
“With these additional engines, Bobcat will be a market leader in non-DPF Tier 4 technology,”
Goldsbury said. “Our customers and dealers prefer it, and it minimizes long-term Tier 4 parts and
maintenance expenses.”
Doosan — Bobcat’s parent company — started building engines in 1958, and since then has
developed engines across several industries for construction and industrial equipment, power
plants, ships and automobiles.

The new Tier 4 Doosan engines will be available in Bobcat machines that meet Tier 4 horsepower
requirement ranges sometime in early 2014.

Over the next 18 months, Bobcat plans to release more details on the Bobcat Tier 4 machines and
their engines, along with additional and features and solutions that will benefit customers.
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ABOUT BOBCAT COMPANY
Bobcat Company, headquartered in West Fargo, N.D., is a worldwide leader in the
manufacturing and distribution of compact equipment. Bobcat compact equipment includes
skid-steer, all-wheel steer and compact track loaders; compact excavators; mini-track loaders;
VersaHandler® telescopic tool carriers; utility vehicles and Toolcat™ utility work machines.
Bobcat is a global brand with more than 600 dealer locations in North America and the leader
in compact equipment — the industry’s original innovator, beginning more than 50 years ago
with the first compact machine and predecessor to the skid-steer loader. For more information
on Bobcat products, visit www.bobcat.com.

